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TOMMA’s 45-7000 series is a high performance dual wheel door roller manufactured with double sealed bearings, and has plastic or stainless steel 

wheel options. The wheels are riveted to a stainless steel carriage for ultimate strength. Larger 36mm wheels are used in the 45-7000 patented design, 

achieving a 25% reduction in operating force in comparison to other existing door rollers available on the market. Support Aussie Innovation and

Engineering and ask for Tomma 7000 series on you doors. 

  

45 - 7000

New captive screw adjustment

Easy rolling, bigger wheels

Achieves 25% reduction in operating force

Load capacity of up to 240kg doors

Available in plastic or stainless steel tyres

Easily Customised Carriage Options

Double sealed bearings

Features & Bene�ts:

  

“One of the unique bene�ts of the 7000 series is that the reinforced polymer outer carriages can be easily customised to suit your desired door, track or extrusion design.”
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SOFT CLOSING SLIDING DOOR SYSTEM
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A Mammoth Industries Company

A ground breaking soft close system with world  class 
features and performance for all sliding doors up to 
70kg. Designed in Australia by a specialist  team of 
engineers with over 100 years experience. Not only 
does it stop banging of sliding doors it remove any 
chance of young children getting there fingers caught in 
a sliding door. Can be installed by tradesman and 
handyman alike. 

The superior design and build quality of  
the TOMMASLIDE sliding door system 
will quite literally open the doors of 
opportunity to your dreams, designs 
and projects. The TOMMASLIDE 
system is a wonderful mixture of style 
and function with the incredible build 
quality giving not only peace of mind, 
but great looks too. Backed by our 
exclusive 10 year warranty.     
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